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Obama-UN Refugee Plan: More Chaos, Conflict, Terror
On Monday and Tuesday of last week
President Barack Obama and the United
Nations General Assembly held a
refugee/migrant summit double-header to
promote their planned global-
transformation-through-mass-migration
agenda. The September 19-20 Obama-UN
extravaganza featured — on Day One — the
usual General Assembly talkathon, providing
the narcissistic kleptocrats of the global
dictators’ club with another opportunity to
spout homilies on “social justice” to the rest
of humanity. On Day Two of the globalist
confab, President Obama hosted a “Leaders’
Summit” that included a Private Sector
Forum of leaders from the taxpayer-funded
NGO rent-a-mob and executives of their
internationalist corporate allies.

Fittingly, at the same time that Obama and his UN cohorts were extolling the virtues of accepting more
UN-designated “refugees,” certain refugee-migrant terrorists who had already been welcomed here to
our shores were busy visiting mayhem and terror upon American communities. In the 48 hours prior to
the UN’s first-ever Summit for Refugees and Migrants on September 19 and President Obama’s
Leaders’ Summit on the Global Refugee Crisis on September 20, an apparent Islamic jihadist (perhaps
aided by others) set off bombs in New York and New Jersey that injured at least 29 people. The chief
suspect in those terror attacks is one Ahmad Khan Rahami, a 28-year-old “immigrant” from
Afghanistan, whose family came here seeking asylum. On September 19, while various politicians
ascended the UN rostrum to lecture us on our alleged responsibility to accept more refugees, Rahami
was engaged in a gunfight with police. Rahami was wounded and taken into custody, but not before he
had wounded one officer and shot another, who, fortunately, was saved by his Kevlar vest. At the time
of this writing, FBI spokesmen are saying they have “no indication” that Rahami is a member of a terror
cell or had help from confederates. But this is the same FBI that, reportedly, failed to heed the advice of
Rahami’s father that they “keep an eye on” his radicalized son and had failed to notice his repeated
trips to Taliban stronghold areas in Pakistan and Afghanistan.

Rahami’s attacks are a timely reminder of what we can expect to become “the new normal” if the U.S.
Congress and the American people continue to sit back and allow the Obama-Clinton-UN migration-
transformation agenda to proceed. On Saturday, September 17, as preparations were underway in New
York City for the UN’s big refugee summit, unsuspecting shoppers at a mall in St. Cloud, Minnesota,
experienced a strange expression of gratitude from another “refugee,” Dahir Adan, who stabbed 10
people before being shot to death by an armed shopper, who happened to be an off-duty police officer.
Adan, a Somali, had come to the United States at age two, among the early waves of Somali refugees
fleeing the violence of their war-torn home country. Like Rahami, the 27-year-old Adan has benefitted
from free public schooling and other taxpayer-provided public services. But that, apparently, did not
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prevent him from wreaking jihadi “justice” on his “infidel” American benefactors. According to police
reports, Adan referred to Allah (his god) during his knife attacks and asked at least one victim if he
were a Muslim, before stabbing him.

On Friday, September 23, three days after the Obama-UN refugee spectacle, a Turkish immigrant
gunned down four women and one man at a Macy’s department store in Burlington, Washington,
outside of Seattle. Arrested and charged with five counts of murder is 20-year-old Arcan Cetin, who
immigrated from Turkey and, reportedly, enjoys the status of “legal permanent resident.” Cetin, who
was initially described in police statements and news reports as “Hispanic,” has a police record that
includes, reportedly, three arrests for assault and one for drunk driving. From his Twitter postings,
Cetin, a Muslim, appears to be a supporter/sympathizer of Hillary Clinton and the Democratic Party.

In a January 18, 2015 tweet, Cetin said: “We win I vote for Hillary Clinton.” In another, on April 22,
2015, Cetin dissed country music, stating, “Country is for Republicans and confused Democrats.”
Naturally, if Cetin had expressed sympathies for the Republican Party and Donald Trump, it is pretty
much a foregone conclusion that newspaper headlines and TV news networks would be blasting Trump
relentlessly, charging him with inspiring terrorism and blaming him for the deaths of five shooting
victims.

More Chaos, Violence and Terror to Come?
The New York, New Jersey, Minnesota, and Washington attacks are but the most recent examples of a
trend that has been escalating since the 9/11 attacks. Just in the past year we’re seen horrific Islamist
attacks in Chattanooga, Tennessee (five killed, two injured), San Bernardino, California (14 killed, 17
wounded), Orlando, Florida (49 killed, 53 injured). Going back a bit further, there were the Ft. Hood,
Texas (13 killed, 31 injured) and Boston Marathon (three killed, 264 injured) attacks — as well as many
other smaller “incidents” since, that, although largely forgotten by most Americans, have left a trail of
death, carnage, tears, and tragic loss across our country. France, Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands,
Spain, Sweden, and many other countries have likewise experienced the reality of “multiculturalism”
run amok and the very real dangers of allowing “progressives” to exploit compassionate political
correctness to the point that it overrides rational security concerns.

In his September 20 address to the United Nations General Assembly, President Obama endorsed
giving up some of America’s national sovereignty, in order to achieve “global integration.” Obama
said he is “convinced that in the long run, giving up some freedom of action … binding ourselves to
international rules over the long term — enhances our security.”

According to Obama, Americans, somehow, will be more secure by turning over control of our borders
to international control. That is precisely the same message that the leaders of the European Union
were dispensing to their peoples in 2015, as the tsunami of refugees/migrants flooded in.

President Obama’s anti-national sovereignty spiel is an echo of the same one-world propaganda issued
by uber-globalists Peter Sutherland and George Soros. Sutherland, the UN special representative of the
secretary-general for international migration, is a former chairman of Goldman Sachs and an ex-
member of the ultra-secretive Bilderberg Group Steering Committee. “I will ask the governments to
cooperate, to recognize that sovereignty is an illusion — that sovereignty is an absolute illusion that has
to be put behind us,” Sutherland declared last year. “The days of hiding behind borders and fences are
long gone. We have to work together and cooperate together to make a better world,” he said. “And
that means taking on some of the old shibboleths, taking on some of the old historic memories and
images of our own country and recognizing that we’re part of humankind.”
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Billionaire globalist and open-borders zealot George Soros, in denouncing European officials trying to
control the human tsunami coming across their borders, similarly declared, “Our plan treats the
protection of refugees as the objective and national borders as the obstacle.”

As the Brexit vote in England and the more recent revolt of German voters against Angela Merkel have
shown, Europeans are finally waking up to the deadly peril created by the EU’s open border policies.
They are turning against the globalist elites who have saddled them with those destructive policies.
Americans, too, are awakening to this same danger and are turning against the globalist establishment
that is supporting Hillary Clinton and a continuation of the same Bush-Obama-Clinton
immigration/migration/refugee agenda.
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